EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Declaration Number: NE 13S 212692

We, e2v semiconductors
Rue de Rochepleine
BP 123 38521 Saint-Egrève Cedex
France

Declare the products

Product Family: CAMERA UNIIQA+ 16k CL
Model Identification: EV71Y C1 M CL 1605-BA1
Commercial brand: E2V

Are in conformity with the requirements of the following directives:

- Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2004/108/EC,
- RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU (Use limitation of some hazardous substances in electrical and electronic devices)

Harmonized norms applicable

  EN55024: ed. 2006, A class
- RoHS: EN 50581, ed. 2012

And carry the CE marking accordingly.

Saint-Egrève, France, on November 4th, 2015

Benoît TARD,
Responsible for product quality
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